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At the recent NSYA Annual Meeting, DYC
Rear Commodore Jason Penny announced a
new Inter-Club Championship to be
competed for in the 2011 sailing season. The
new Metro Inter-Club PHRF Championship
will be based on results from each of the five
area club opening regattas, Metro Regatta,
and Chester Race Week. 

Points will be awarded to the top three
finishing boats from each club in each of the
seven events. For example if DYC boats place first in
each of three classes, a total of three points will be
accumulated, or if our best finishes are a second,
third and fifth across all of the fleets, 10 points will
be accumulated. At the end of the season, the club
with the lowest number of points will be declared
the Metro PHRF Champions.

Jason believes that with the strong fleets that DYC
has developed over the past years and the
impressive results that we have racked up recently
that this is our prize to lose. “We have been
consistently strong both in Chester and at the local
clubs for as long as I have been a member here ”
says Jason. “The other clubs know it and we are
going to prove it again this season by winning the
Metro PHRF Championship in its first year.”

As most members know, 10 years ago Dartmouth
Yacht Club reintroduced ocean racing to the Halifax
area with the inaugural Convoy Cup, a 100 mile
offshore race created to recognize the efforts and
sacrifices of those who served in the merchant
marine during the Second World War. This new
event is another example of our club leading the
way in promoting sailing and taking the lead in
creating new events for the local racing community.

General Manager
Dan Gallina 

DYC Challenges
Metro Clubs in
PHRF Championship
By Grant Gordon

    

Jason Penney – elected Rear-Commodore in
October 2010

Club Hours
The DYC office is open Monday to

Friday 8am to 5pm.

Tender Service/
Fuel Dock Hours
Closed until May 2011

Winter Bar Hours

13 Oct 2010 – mid May 2011
Fri:  4pm – 11pm
Sat:  11am – 10pm
Sun:  11am – 7pm

General
Information



Well the boating year passed by
quickly, but it was very eventful, and
most enjoyable by all reports.  The
weather was fantastic and I had so
many incredibly positive responses
when I asked – “How was your
summer?”  One member even said
that he and his wife had grown so
much (romantically) closer after this
summer of boating – just like when
they were dating!  Beat that for a
positive response to the simple
question “How was your summer”!

So let’s try and recall all the events of
2010.  I guess it started with the
busy preparation period where a new
50 position mooring field was
installed.  With 31 new Senior
Members this year, the extra
mooring balls really came in handy.
We also saw the launch of a new Fuel
Dock built by Todd and Aaron over
the winter months, constructed with
the same Southern Yellow Pine used
in the marina.  Another major project
realized this year was the extension
of the Floating Breakwater by 100
feet, offering even better protection
against the North Westerly winds
coming across Bedford Basin.  Then,
four new fingers for A Dock arrived
as Management Committee sought
to revitalize our most valuable asset,
the marina.

As has become a tradition, DYC
manned a booth at the Halifax Boat
Show, and thanks to the many
volunteers, it was again a success.
Volunteers also organised and
participated in the Winter Lecture
Series which was very informative.

Later in the spring with the Junior
Sailing Program about to start, Greg
negotiated a deal for four used 420
sailboats which were put to good use
this summer.  The Sponsorship
Committee Fund was used this year

to purchase a 21 ft RHIB with a 90hp
motor that was successfully used for
Race Committee and Regatta work as
well as Junior Sailing.

An excellent Racing Program began
in May for both beginner and more
aggressive racers and was enjoyed by
all.  DYC broadened the scope a bit
by hosting two Super-Wednesday
Night Races where BBYC was invited
to participate.  Everyone who
participated really enjoyed the added
challenge.

DYC enjoyed a very successful
Opening Regatta on11 June followed
by an outstanding Poker Run on 19
June where a record number of boats
participated, including a few
sailboats!  This being a Convoy Cup
Year, a fantastic weekend of boating
and entertainment paying tribute to
those who served took place 17-19
Sep followed by the Beancrock
Regatta the following weekend.

Mid Summer, the Queen visited
Halifax, and the Convoy Cup
Foundation was active in organising
the Fleet Review.  A large number of
DYC power and sail boats were
organized into a formation,
manoeuvring brilliantly to pay
respects to the Queen while
honouring or War Veterans.

A very successful Junior Sailing
Program was
conducted this
summer, and a
new idea for the
running of the
Bamse Cup was
borne.  This event
was conducted in
August and three
other clubs
participated with
a  record number
of boats involved.

Bamse is very likely to be conducted
as an Annual Event from here
forward as a result of the success.

And then there was Hurricane Earl
which again tested the DYC
Hurricane action plan, and the will of
all the DYC volunteers who came to
work in an effort to protect the
Club’s infrastructure as well as
members boats.  Great teamwork
ensured the damage was minimal. 

It was an active year entertainment
wise as well, with Beer Bottle Racing
including special competitions with
SYC, the Charity Casino Night for the
benefit of Junior Sailing, a multitude
of fantastic TGIFs including BBQs,
Mexican Food, Italian Food,
Chowders, Olympics Hockey, the
Rear Commodores Awards Night, St
Patty’s Day Party, the annual
Halloween Party, the Christmas
decorating TGIF and much more.

And so another banner year at DYC
is coming to an end, with every
indication that 2011 will be even
better.  The Manager and Staff of
DYC wish you all a very Merry
Christmas, and only the best of
wishes for a healthy, prosperous and
Happy New Year.
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2010 Was Quite A Year At DYC  By Dan Gallina
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Keep up your racing skills over the
winter! Join us every second Sunday
afternoon for BEER BOTTLE RACING
starting January 16, 2010. A brief
skippers’ meeting and the racing
begins.

As you can see by the picture above,
beer and racing goes hand in hand.
This race is run using numbered boats,
the tile squares on the floor, a die
(dice) and draw cards.

All marks are, of course, beer bottles!
Two mark the starting line and two (a
red and a green) mark the buoys to be
rounded. 

A ‘start’ card is drawn to
determine the person’s start
position and order at the
start of the race.

‘Weather’ cards contain
information about wind
strength, direction, etc that
affect sailing performance
and applies to all
competitors. 

The die is thrown, a
‘sailing’ card is read with
instructions to be followed
before the player moves.

‘Mark’ cards contain
actions required when a
mark is rounded.

So come one come all to
winter version of
Wednesday night racing.
The difference is that
power boaters play as well
and frequently beat the
sailors.

All welcome.

Beer Bottle
Racing

As another season gets put behind us
and all of our boating activities get
placed on hold for a few months, I
think it is appropriate to acknowledge
those who help us enjoy our shared
passion for all things nautical - our staff.

It is easy for us to get absorbed in the
final product of our club, our actual
boating experience, and, not so much
ignore what happens behind the
scenes, but forget how much goes into
making our summers so much fun. In
reality, what happens behind the
scenes is not glamorous nor filled with
glory; in fact, it is somewhat
unintentionally thankless. Like most, I
just take for granted that I will be put
in and taken out when I want; be able
to pump fuel when it is needed; turn
on the water and electricity when I
want it; find parking when I want to
spend some time on board; fair
enforcement of the club's laws; and
every effort being made to make sure I
enjoy being a member of DYC. I am
very proud to say that all of these

things mentioned happen for me
almost effortlessly - or better yet,
exactly when they should and as they
should. On behalf of all those who
agree, thank you very much for all
your hard work and time spent on
making our club the finest in HRM.

As my years of membership grow, I have
had the chance to see first hand our staff
in action. Whether dealing with a calm
and reasonable member's request, or a
flustered and loud member's demands,
our staff seem to be able to handle
everything we throw at them. Although
we all just expect that everyone will do
everything asked of them perfectly and
without complaint, this is certainly not
the case in the business world. However,
I personally think we could not ask for
better people at DYC and hope they
understand the appreciation in this letter.

In conclusion, I hope this letter is just
one of the thanks our people get for all
their hard work. It is important that all
members of a team feel appreciated
and valued for their contributions.

A Note Of Appreciation  By Oranje
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A Few Ditties From The Web
Submitted By David Bakody  Taken From newsletter@bbyacht.com

Market Update

With the end of 2010 approaching quickly, many in the
boat business are glad to see the year end.  There is no
doubt that the boat buying habits have changed.  There
has been a sizeable drop in demand for many types of
boats.  As we have previously reported, large older
convertibles and Motoryachts are probably least in
demand.  Late model Express Cruisers are selling well as
long as they are properly priced.

The bright spot in the current economy is that we have
seen a slight recovery and increased activity in the last
quarter.  We have heard from several brokers that they
too are seeing an increase in activity.  While prices remain
low, there is a sense that demand is increasing.

We are mildly optimistic that 2011 will bring more
buyers. We must caution our sellers that we do not see
prices going up on used boats any time soon.

A Boat Junk Yard

For close to 30 yeas we have maintained the position
that there needed to be a junk yard for boats.  Unlike
the auto industry there has never been much of a
salvage market established.

For many years an older boat would be sold cheap to
a buyer who would update and use the boat.  Today
it is not as economically feasible.  Boatyard costs have
risen and used vessels have dropped in price.  It is
much cheaper to buy another boat than to do an
upfit.  Now many donation companies cannot afford
to accept these boats.

This puts many people in the position of having no
way to dispose of their boat.  They cannot sell it and
they cannot donate it. This leaves only one option.
Sell the metal for scrap and pay a landfill to take the
hull.  The problem here is that it becomes very
expensive to dispose of the boat.

Many marinas now have abandoned vessels and end
up with this expense of disposal on the boat as
abandoned in the waterways.  

While we offer no great solution to this problem it is
an issue that bears some attention.  It is going to be
a continuing problem as the boating fleet ages.  That
is why we need a junk yard for boats.
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Alderney Squadron Corner
(A unit of Canadian Power & Sail Squadrons (CPS)   www.cps-ecp.ca/alderney

Who are CPS? Canadian Power & Sail Squadrons is a non-
profit organization that has been connecting boaters for
70 years and continues to play a major role in Canadian
boating culture. All instructors, and Squadron and District
administration is carried out by volunteers with no
remuneration. 

We are a nationwide organization of recreational boating
enthusiasts with over 40,000 active members. Our
instructors help recreational boaters improve their
boating safety knowledge and navigation skills. Students
successfully completing the CPS Boating course or the
Pleasure Operator Card (PCOC) exam receive a one year
complimentary membership with access to member
benefits. 

Courses and seminars available from CPS: The Boating
Course, Pleasure Craft Operator Card, Maritime Radio-
ROC(M) - VHF, Seamanship, Navigating with GPS,
Electronic Charting, RADAR for Pleasurecraft, Celestial
Navigation, Sail, Weather, Extended Cruising and more.

Alderney Squadron will be offering the following 13
week courses over the winter: 

Registration on January 5 & 6 at Dartmouth Yacht Club
from 7 p.m. to 9 each evening.

Boating:  2 courses each held from 6:30 to 9 p.m: 
Somme Branch Legion downtown Dartmouth starts
January 25th. 
Dartmouth Yacht Club starts February 10th 

Seamanship: Dartmouth Yacht Club starts January 31st

Sail: Shearwater Yacht Club starts January 12th 

Fundamentals of Weather: Somme Branch Legion
starts January 25th 
(this course is 8 weeks in duration)

Electronic Navigation course at Shearwater Yacht Club
includes:
Navigating with GPS starts January 27th
Electronic Charting starts February 24th
Radar for Pleasure Craft starts March 24th 

Visit our website www.cps-ecp.ca/alderney for further
information and on-line registration or contact Mary
Ridgewell 463-2108, ridgewm@eastlink.ca
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It is hoped that when you read this
edition of the SIGNAL your account
will have been paid in full. Following
the 8th December deadline, all
accounts will be reviewed and action
will be taken to move member tags
from the “Marina Assigned” list to
“Not Paid List” for those who have
failed to meet the payment deadline.
In order to clarify the procedure – if
your account is outstanding on the
9th your name will be removed from
the assigned marina list or the
marina wait list and placed at the
bottom of the “Not Paid List”. Once
your account has been paid you
moved from the Not Paid List to the
BOTTOM of the Marina Wait List.
The first 25 on the Marina Wait List
are on what is referred to as the
Marina Shuffle List, that is, no
specific marina is assigned but you
will be on the marina on a spot
which is temporarily available. The
vacancies are made possible by
assigned members not going in the
water, or being away. Typically, it
takes one year to go from the
bottom of the wait list to the Shuffle
List and another year to be assigned
a permanent marina. You are invited
to view how the system works by
visiting the office. Every effort is
made to maintain transparency in
regards to marina allocation and
assignment.

A number of members have
submitted requests to change
marinas for any number of reasons.
These requests will be actioned
immediately following the 15 April
“must be paid by” date. These
requests are actioned, when
possible, before marina assignments
are made. The Commodore, in
concert with the General Manager
considers a number of factors before

any changes are made to marina
assignments:

a. Is the boat the right size for the
marina requested (too large or
small)

b. will be member accept the
electrical power that comes with
that marina

c. does the seniority of the request
take precedence over anyone else
requesting the same marina

All requests to move are maintained
in strict order of date of receipt. A
review of marinas available is then
made and the members who are
currently on a marina get first
chance to move to their requested
locations. Once all move requests
are addressed, the Shuffle List is
considered for movement onto the
remaining vacant marina slips.
Marinas are assigned in accordance
with Shuffle List and Wait List order.
Names are then moved from the
Wait List to the shuffle list in order to
maintain the 25 maximum on that
list.

If the case arises that the member is
at the top of the shuffle list and
there is no permanent marina
suitable at that time, he/she remains
at the top of the list until a suitable
marina is made available. If on the
other hand, a marina is found but
the member does not wish to be
placed on that marina, that
constitutes a refusal, and that
member’s name is moved to the
bottom of the wait list.

DYC Fees

The invoice for the fees applicable to
2011 will be mailed out as soon as
possible following the AGM in

January.  This invoice will include the
following:

a. 2011 Boating Fee

b. 2011 Marina Fee

c. 2011 Marina Surcharge

d. Any adjustments approved for
Senior Dues, power, or CYA dues

This invoice is payable Not Later
Then 15 April, 2011.

Notes From The Office By Bruce Cake

On The Lighter Side
Submitted by Vicki Froats
because it reminded her 

of the GM

Charley, a new retiree-greeter at
Wal-Mart, just couldn't seem to
get to work on  time. Every day
he was 5, 10, 15 minutes late.
But he was a good worker, really
tidy, clean-shaven, sharp-
minded and a real credit to the
company and obviously
demonstrating their "Older
Person Friendly" policies. 

One day the boss called him
into the office for a talk. 

"Charley, I have to tell you, I like
your work ethic, you do a bang-
up job, but your being late so
often is quite bothersome."

"Yes, I know boss, and I am
working on  it."

"Well good, you are a team
player. That's what I like to
hear. It's odd though your
coming in late. I know you're
retired from the Armed Forces.
What did they say if you came
in late there?"

"They said, "Good morning,
Admiral, can I get you coffee,
sir?"
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Crew Corner  By Dan Gallina
We’re always looking for ways to
improve the boating experience at the
Dartmouth Yacht Club, and a few
weeks ago, someone suggested we
have a Crew Corner in the Signal so
that those members with boats
requiring crew could match up with
those members, crew or senior that
are looking for a boat to crew on.
Although early beginnings, and
perhaps not the perfect time of the
year to start this, I did get some
response to the Weekly E-mail.  This
will be a feature in all Signal Editions
from now on.  See the listings below:

Hector Saulnier writes…
J-rouette is looking for additional

crew for Monday night – white sail
and possibly Wed night racing call
Hector 450-5937 or email
hector.saulnier@mynslc.com
Regards  HS

Adrian Easton writes…
I wouldn't mind being featured in
the crew section. Crewing on other
boats could teach me quite a bit!
Adrian Easton
adrianeaston@gmail.com

Mannie Laufer writes…
We try to get in a few shorter trips and
at least one offshore cruise each
summer on our C&C 34, CEOL MOR,
and I'm often looking for crew.  If you

are interested in cruising, and have a
flexible schedule, send me an email
and we can talk.  Emanuel (Mannie)
Laufer, eelaufer@eastlink.ca. 

Gerard MacDonald writes…

great idea – I will be looking for
some eager sailors to try get C’est la
vie going next year any one looking
to have some fun and compete in
the one design j29 fleet would be
welcome to drop me an email
gerardmac63@gmail.com 
thanks Gerard

Matthew J.D. Moir
118 Ochterloney Street

Dartmouth, NS  B2Y 1C7
(902) 469-2421 (tel.)
(902) 463-4452 (fax)
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A Trip To Africa  By New Member, Kelvin Sams

The Sams family has finally realized a
long time desire to take an extended
trip with their family. This dream
finally began on Thursday morning
at 6:00 am December 9, 2010 with
our departure to Kenya. 40 hours
later and routes through Chicago,
Brussels, Uganda and finally Nairobi
we arrived at 10:00 Friday evening.
A taxi ride to our hotel and we
welcomed our beds!!

We were fortunate enough to be
able to bring over some travel packs
for a medical clinic although this did
add to our luggage considerably as
there were 8 boxes each measuring
2 x 2 x 2 filled with antibiotics to be
hauled around. We acquired the
medical supplies through a non
profit organization called Health
Partners International and allows one
to carry supplies as luggage for
about $.10 on the wholesale dollar. I
would recommend that one ensures

they have the
paperwork at
the ready as
we did not,
through no
fault of Health
Partners. We
were detained
in Halifax by US Customs
questioning why and on whose
authority an accountant was
carrying more than $20,000 worth
of medicine into their country!! After
taking us right to the wire in terms
of departure time we were finally
allowed to proceed – not a great
start!!! We are happy to say that was
the worst and there was not much
of an issue in Kenya at all.

We were met by the son of our host
family in Nairobi the next day and
it was a pleasure to tour the city
with a local guide. For such a big
city the people were very friendly

although we were aware that it can
also be very dangerous. We stayed
here for 5 days.

On Wednesday we took a 7 hour
bus ride to the village of Wisundi,
East of Kisumu and Lake Victoria,
where our host family resides. We
met the Mwagala family and have
never felt so welcome in all our lives.
The father is a local Chief, an
administrative position responsible
for about 30,000 people, and he has
5 wonderful children, four of whom
have completed secondary school
and university!

We are here in cooperation with a

Top Left - Getting ready for a Sunday ride in the
countryside – we hired the truck for the day complete with
benches in the back.
Top Right - Our host family and their aunt’s family – I
decided to shave my head but that is another story!!
Bottom Right - Neighbourhood children enjoying an ice
cream treat!! 
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young man from Dartmouth’s
(Michael Beeler) organization out of
University of Toronto (Students for
International Development-SID).
Michael is the nephew of DYC
member John Simms. SID has
helped to build two medical clinics
and two greenhouses in the past in
this area. We have toured one of the
greenhouses and helped them do
some minor repairs. Today we will
be presenting our medical supplies
to the local clinic.

To date we have been kept very
busy shopping in the local markets,
attending a funeral for a polygamist
complete with the two wives
attending – at which point I was

asked to give an impromptu speech
as the guest of the Chief!, watched
our children play football (soccer)
with more than 16 local children on
a daily basis – they were delighted
that we brought a leather soccer ball
rather than the typical hand made
one from string and shopping bags,
have eaten non-stop – so much for
my weight loss plans!!, have hauled
water, ridden with two other men
on a piki (125 cc motorbike), a very
very crowded mutato (mini van with
many more people than seats),
learned the local toiletry customs –
very good for stretching the quads,
lower back and calf muscles!!, still
waiting for the honour of preparing

the very very fresh!!! chicken for
supper, have tried cow intestine, and
the staple ugali ( a corn flour based
food) and of course enjoyed the
beautiful countryside and the
incredible people.

We still have 6 more weeks to enjoy
our dream and we are very much
looking forward to it.

For those interested we have a blog
a Samstriptoafrica on google
blogspot.

Enjoy your winter – by the way the
temperatures steadily run between
16 at night to 25 in the day (had to
throw that in!!!)
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These pictures of cleats and boat dock
lines were taken on the DYC marina in
October.  While the boats they were
securing would not likely drift away,
can you imagine getting these lines
undone in a hurry, perhaps in case of a
fire on the boat in the next slip?  How
about trying to adjust just one line to
allow for different wind conditions
acting on the boat requiring a re-
balancing of the strain on each line?
What would you do if you wanted to
add lines to the same cleats for a
forecast increase in wind?  Will the
loose ends get kicked off the dock into
the water to gather mussels?  Is this
the sort of ‘seamanlike’ image of your
boat you want to portray?  

Most dock lines at DYC have been put
away for another season.  How did
you store yours?  Did you wash and
dry them thoroughly, or just leave
them rolled up in a locker for next
year?  Did you look them over for

visible wear that could reduce the
strength of the lines significantly?

Your lines look after your boat when
you’re not there, so you should look
after them.  Salt, dust and other small
particles work their way into the fibres
of ropes and cause them to lose
strength by wearing on the fibres,
often at a microscopic level, but
significantly over time.  This internal
wear and deterioration can be reduced

by washing them thoroughly and
making sure they are completely dry
before storing them.  Every time your
lines are put away for a lengthy period
they should be washed in fresh water
and mild detergent and then dried
thoroughly to prevent mould and
mildew from forming on them.  (The
last thing you want in the spring is to
find your dock lines covered with
smelly mould just when you’re
otherwise ready to launch!)

Now that your dock lines have been
washed, dried thoroughly, inspected
and replaced, if necessary, perhaps it’s
time to consider better ways of tying
up your boat next spring.  

If you don’t have a spliced or knotted
loop or eye in the end of your dock
line, the basic figure eight cleat knot
(Fig 3) is simple and quick to tie and
untie, and it is as secure as the
spaghetti knots in Fig’s 1 & 2.  If you
do have a loop or eye in your dock
line (Fig 4), putting it out on the dock
cleat ensures you can adjust the lines
from onboard your boat rather than
having to get off the boat onto the
dock to do it.  That would allow you a
much quicker release of the lines in an
emergency.  If you want to tie a
second line to the same cleat, there’s

room on the cleat and you can simply
tie it over the one in Fig 3, or, in Fig 4,
pass the eye of the second line
through the large part of eye of the
first line and then over the cleat.  To
adjust just one you’ll have to remove
the second to get at the first, but at
least you’ll be able to tell one from the
other before you start adjusting them.
In Fig 3 the excess line is led back to
the boat and secured there doubling
the strength of the line and preventing
the accumulation of mussels and such

on a line that has fallen into the water.
Lastly, the knots in Fig’s 3 and 4 look a
lot tidier than those in Fig’s 1 & 2.

This boater’s opinion is that you can
easily tell a good seaman’s boat by its
lines.  Questions on the forgoing
opinion can be relayed through the
General Manager to the author.
Dissenting views are welcome in this
space in the next issue of the Signal.

Further info is available at:
http://www.animatedknots.com/cleat

One Boater’s Opinion 

What’s wrong in these pictures?

Better Best

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Canadian Power & Sail Squadrons (CPS)
Alderney Squadron  www.cps-ecp.ca/alderney
Winter Registration for all courses from 1900 to 2100 at
Dartmouth Yacht Club Wed/Thurs 5 & 6 Jan 2011
Students may register On-Line on Alderney Web Site above.

For information: contact Mary Ridgewell 463-2108
ridgewm@eastlink.ca  or Jerry Bourgeois 434-8939
jrg.bourgeois@hotmail.ca . 

Sail: 1900-2130 at Shearwater Yacht Club from 12 Jan to
6 April 2011

Boating Course On-Line Learning: 24 Jan to 14 April
2011. Contact Scotty Hayward at scottyh.cpss@eastlink.ca
for more information.

Boating Course: 1830-2100 at Somme Branch Legion
from 25 Jan to 19 April 2011

Fundamentals of Weather: 1830-2100 at Somme
Branch Legion from 25 Jan to 15 Mar 2011.

Seamanship: 1830-2100 at Dartmouth Yacht Club from
31 Jan to 25 April 2011.  

Combined Electronic Navigation: (GPS, Electronic
Charting & Radar) 1900- 2130 at Shearwater Yacht Club
from 27 Jan to 14 April 2011.

Navigating with GPS: 1900-2130 at Shearwater Yacht
Club from 27 Jan to 27 Feb 2011.

Persons interested in any of the above courses
must pre-register on-line by 6 Jan 2011 or at
Winter Registration at the Dartmouth Yacht Club

Electronic Charting: 1900-2130 at Shearwater Yacht
Club from 24 Feb to 17 Mar 2011.  Interested persons
may register at Winter Registration at the Dartmouth
Yacht Club and  Must pre-register on line by contacting
Jerry Bourgeois by 07 Feb 2011.

Radar: 1900-2130 at Shearwater Yacht Club from 24
Mar to 14 April 2011.  Interested persons may register at
Winter Registration at the Dartmouth Yacht Club and
Must pre-register on line by contacting Jerry Bourgeois by
25 Feb 2011.

Boating Course: 1830-2100 at Dartmouth Yacht Club
10 Feb to 05 May 2011. Interested persons can register
at Winter Registration at the Dartmouth Yacht Club or on-
line through the Alderney Squadron website or
contacting Jerry or Mary.
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Colin Jamieson, General Manager at Steele Volkswagen would like to invite 
you to visit us across the street and allow us an opportunity to show you 
what Steele Volkswagen has to offer in our Sales & Service Departments.

696 Windmill Road, Dartmouth
Ph: 468-6411 • www.steelevolkswagen.com

Which would
you buy?

Don’t settle for
anything less than

German Engineered
Safety from

Steele Volkswagen.

what Steele Volkswagen has to offer in our Sales & Service Departments.

696 Windmill Road, Dartmouth
Ph 468 6411 t l lkPh: 468-6411 • www.steelevolkswagen.com
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Contact
Information

Dartmouth Yacht Club
697 Windmill Road

Dartmouth, NS
B3B 1B7

Tel: 902-468-6050
Fax: 902-468-0385

dyc@dyc.ns.ca
www.dyc.ns.ca
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DYC Clubhouse
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